Elementary net systems (ENS) are the most fundamental class of Petri nets. Their synthesis problem has important applications in the design of digital hardware and commercial processes. Given a labeled transition system (TS) A, feasibility is the NP-complete decision problem whether A can be equivalently synthesized into an ENS. It is well known that A is feasible if and only if it has the event state separation property (ESSP) and the state separation property (SSP). Recently, these properties have also been studied individually for their practical implications. A fast ESSP algorithm, for instance, would allow applications to at least validate the language equivalence of A and a synthesized ENS. Being able to efficiently decide SSP, on the other hand, could serve as a quick-fail preprocessing mechanism for synthesis. Although a few tractable subclasses have been found, this paper destroys much of the hope that many practically meaningful input restrictions make feasibility or at least one of ESSP and SSP efficient. We show that all three problems remain NP-complete even if the input is restricted to linear TSs where every event occurs at most three times or if the input is restricted to TSs where each event occurs at most twice and each state has at most two successor and two predecessor states.
Introduction
Synthesis of elementary net systems (ENS) is a mechanism that transforms a transition system (TS) A, which has a global concept of states, into an ENS N having a local concept of states. More precisely, A is an automaton with states S and arcs labeled by an event set E and N is supposed to be a Petri net, a network with a bipartite node set consisting of the events E and so-called places P which are linked by a flow arc set F . In N , every state of S, including initial state s 0 , corresponds to a marking, a specific subset of the places. For every arc s e s of A the flow F needs to translate the marking M ⊆ P of s into the marking M ⊆ P of s in case the event e occurs. This means that the deallocated places M \ M have to be the inputs p of e, that is, where (p, e) ∈ F , and that the occupied places M \ M have to be the outputs p of e, where (e, p ) ∈ F .
The act of synthesizing an elementary net systems (ENS) is useful in the description of processes, as for instance in digital hardware and commercial businesses. ENSs provide a lot of useful properties for the specification, verification, and synthesis of asynchronous or self-timed circuits [5, 11] . Their inherent concepts of choice and causality also make ENSs the ideal starting point for process modeling languages like the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) or the Event Driven Process Chains (EPC) [7] . Their simpleness is especially useful for the specifications of workflow management systems like milano [1] .
Not every TS A can be transformed into an ENS N as described above. Hence, the feasibility problem of ENS synthesis is a relevant decision problem. Traditionally it is approached by the following properties: The state separation property, SPP, asserts that different states of A correspond to different markings in N . The event state separation property, ESSP, makes sure that events e are disabled in markings of N where the corresponding state of A has no outgoing e-labeled arc. By [3] , A is feasible if and only if it satisfies both properties. Yet, the SSP and ESSP are worth studying even when considered alone. TSs for g-grade 2-fold TSs where g ≥ 2.
At this point, nearly all cells of the chart in Figure 1 are filled. Linear 2-fold TSs are left as the only remaining case of interest. To attack this last survivor, Section 8 presents an easy to check property of TSs which is equivalent to linear 2-SSP, hence, putting this problem into P. Moreover, this section provides an algorithm that, given a linear 2-fold input TS A and two states s i , s j of A, computes a separating region for s i , s j in quadratic time.
For the sake of readability we transfer some rather technical proofs from Section 4 and Section 6 to Section 10.
Preliminaries
In this paper, we deal with (deterministic) transition systems (TS) A = (S, E, δ, s 0 ) which are determined by finite disjoint sets S of states and E of events, a partial transition function δ : S ×E → S, and an initial state s 0 ∈ S. Usually, we think of A as an edge-labelled directed graph with node set S and where every triple δ(s, e) = s is interpreted as an e-labelled edge s e s from s to s . To improve readability, we say that an event e occurs at a state s if δ(s, e) = s for some state s and we formally abbreviate this with s e . Aside from determinism, TSs are required to be simple, that is, there are no multi-edges s e s and s e s , loop-free, which rules out instant state recurrence like s e s, reachable, where every state can be reached from s 0 by a directed path, and reduced, which means free of unused events in E. To describe subclasses of TSs we formally introduce the parameters event manifoldness and state degree. We say that A is a k-fold TS, if every event labels at most k edges, that is, the cardinality of the set {(s, s ) | δ(s, e) = s } is at most k for all e ∈ E. Moreover, A is a g-grade TS, if the states of A have at most g successors, respectively predecessors, that is, the cardinalities of the sets {s | ∃e ∈ E : δ(s , e) = s} and {s | ∃e ∈ E : δ(s, e) = s } are at most g for all s ∈ S.
We use the term linear for The key concept for following notions are regions of TSs. A set of states R ⊆ S is called a region of a TS A if it permitts a so-called signature sig : E → {−1, 0, 1}. This means, all edges s e s have to satisfy the equation R(s ) = sig(e) + R(s), where, by a little abuse of notation, R(s) = 1 if s ∈ R and otherwise R(s) = 0 for all s ∈ S. It is easy to see that every region R has a unique signature which is therefor called the signature sig R of R. We use enter R = {e | sig R (e) = 1}, exit R = {e | sig R (e) = −1}, and obey R = {e | sig R (e) = 0} to cumulate events according to their orientation with respect to R's border. Analogously, we say an event e exits (enters) R when e ∈ exit R (e ∈ enter R ) or, otherwise, obeys. By R(A) we refer to the set of all regions of A.
Based on the previous definition, we say that two states s, s ∈ S are separable in A if there is a region R ∈ R(A) with R(s) = R(s ). Moreover, an event e ∈ E is called inhibitable at state s ∈ S if there is a region R ∈ R(A) with either R(s) = 0 and sig R (e) = −1 or R(s) = 1 and sig R (e) = 1.
Using these notions, we are able to define the conditions of TSs studied in this paper. Formally, a TS A has the state separation property (SSP), if all states of A are pairwise separable. For the event state separation property (ESSP), all events e of A are required to be inhibitable at all states s that have no occurence of e, that is, where s e is not fulfilled. We also say that A is feasible if and only if it has the SSP and the ESSP.
For convenience, we reuse the names SSP and ESSP for the computational problems of deciding the respective property while we use the new term feasibility for the decision if a given TS is feasible. To study the problems for restricted event manifoldness, we define k-SSP, k-ESSP, and k-feasibility for all naturals k where input is restricted to k-fold TSs. Analoguously, for all naturals g, we let g-grade SSP, g-grade ESSP, and g-grade feasibility be the decision problems with input restricted to g-grade TSs. Needless to say that for all, SSP, ESSP, and feasibility, the g-grade k-problem restricts the input to TSs where the event manifoldness is bounded by k and, at the same time, the state degree is bounded by g.
In this context it is noteworthy that the set of g-grade k-fold TSs is a subclass of g -grade k -fold TSs in case k ≤ k and g ≤ g . Hence, hardness results for a specific class propagate to higher classes of the hierarchy and an efficient algorithm that solves a particular case is also a legitimate solution for lower classes.
Elementary net systems (ENS), as the computational objective of synthesis, play a surprisingly secondary role in the argumentation of our paper. The reason is that we approach the problem rather by the SSP and ESSP which are defined on the basis of TSs. As a consequence, we postpone their definition to Section 4, the only place in this paper where it is really needed. For the interested reader, we recommend the monograph of Badouel, Bernardinello, and Darondeau [3] that gives an excellent introduction to the topic.
3
Unions, Transition System Containers NP-completeness proofs are often built on gadgets to modularize arguments. We introduce the concept of unions to allow the independent creation of gadget TSs with specific properties. In a union they can be grouped together and treated as if they were parts of the same big TS. A final joining operation puts together the independent parts of a union and, in the process, preserves the SSP and feasibility in the joined TS; however not necessarily the ESSP. ) . This allows us to nest unions for the sake of a higher degree of modularity.
The merit of unions is to combine independent TSs with specific functions and treat them as if they were part of the same TS. To this end, we lift the concept of regions as well as the SSP and ESSP to unions as follows: Let U = U (A 0 , . . . , A m ) be a union of the TSs A 0 , . . . , A m . We say that R ⊆ S(U ) is a region of U if and only if it permits a signature sig R : E(U ) → {−1, 0, 1}. Hence, for all i ∈ {0, . . . , m} the subset R i = R ∩ S i of R, coming from the states S i of A i , has to be a region of A i with a signature sig Ri that resembles sig R on the events E i of A i . This means sig Ri (e) = sig R (e) for all e ∈ E i . Then, U has the SSP if and only if for all distinct s, s ∈ S(U ) we have one of the following conditions: Either s and s are part of different TSs or, if both are in A i , there is a region R of U such that R ∩ S i , the subregion of A i , separates s and s . Moreover, U has the ESSP if and only if for all events e ∈ E(U ) and all states s ∈ S(U ) we are in one of the following cases: Either A i , the TS that contains s, fulfills s e or there is a region R of U such that R i = R ∩ S i , the subregion of A i , inhibits e at s, that is, R i (s) = 0 and sig Ri (e) = −1 or R i (s) = 1 and sig Ri (e) = 1. Naturally, U is called feasible if it has both, the SSP and ESSP.
Finally, we need to merge the elements of a given union U into one TS A that preserves the behavior of U . 
To prove Theorem 2, we present a polynomial time reduction of a cubic monotonic set ϕ of boolean 3-clauses to a 3-fold union U ϕ of linear TSs such that ϕ has a one-in-three model M if and only if U ϕ has the ESSP. As deciding the existence of M is NP-complete [8] we thereby deduce that it is NP-complete to decide if a 3-fold union of linear TSs has the ESSP. However, as discussed in Section 3, it is difficult to preserve the ESSP when going from union U ϕ to joining A(U ϕ ). To solve this issue, this section shows that unions of linear TSs inherit their SSP from the ESSP. This means, a union of linear TSs that has the ESSP, automatically gets the SSP and, thus, turns feasible. As, reversely, a feasible union of TS has the ESSP by definition, the problems feasibility and ESSP become equivalent on unions of linear TSs. Feasibility, however, is preserved by A(U ϕ ) according to Lemma 1. Hence, we are allowed to conclude that NP-completeness of deciding the ESSP, respectively feasibility, passes from U ϕ to A(U ϕ ).
To start the reduction, we let, in compliance to [8] , ϕ be a set {K 0 , . . . , K m−1 } of m clauses. Each clause K i is a subset of exactly three elements from V (ϕ), the set of all boolean variables in ϕ. Moreover, every variable occurs in exactly three clauses of ϕ which implies |V (ϕ)| = m. Hence, we assume a numbering of V (ϕ) such that every clause
The development of union U ϕ = U (B, T ) is divided into the subunions B and T . Basically, B provides all basic components for the translation of one-in-three satisfiability to ESSP. It implements a single key ESSP instance, that is, a key event k which is inhibited at a certain key state of B by a unique region R B . By design, R B fixes a negative signature for an event series called the key copies.
In T , the fixed signature of key copies is used for the actual translation of one-in-three satisfiability to ESSP. In fact, a region R of U ϕ inhibiting k at the key state has to extend the unique region R B of B by a region R T of T that has a consistent signature for all events shared by B and T . As the only shared events are exactly the key copies which in T occur, R T inherits their negative signature from R B .
Next, T applies the exiting key copies to make sure that R T exists if and only if ϕ has a one-in-three model. To this end, T encodes all variables X j ∈ V (ϕ) as an event X j ∈ E(T ) and every clause K i = {X a , X b , X c } is implemented by a translator union T i . In T i , the three events of K i are arranged in such a way that, if the key copies exit then exactly one of X a , X b , X c has a positive signature while the other two obey. As this happens simultaneously for all i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}, there is a region R B ∪ R T that inhibits k at the key state if and only if exactly one event X a , X b or X c enters in every translator T i if and only if a variable subset M ⊆ V (ϕ) intersects every clause K i = {X a , X b , X c } in exactly one element if and only if there is a one-in-three model M of ϕ.
The behavior of B and T is created by several gadget TSs. A single master M provides the key event and the key state. Next, there are 6m refreshers F j and 6m duplicators D j that generate the negative signature of all key copies. Hence, the union 2 ) of three linear TSs. To create a complete picture of our reduction, we subsequently introduce the details of all these gadget TSs:
Master M is a linear TS providing the key event k and the key state m 6 . Figure 2( 13 } for all j ∈ {0, . . . , 6m − 1}. Except for the complement, the set of states
is the only region of B that inhibits k at m 6 . For all i ∈ {0, . . . , 18m − 1} the signature of the key copy k i is exiting, that is, sig R B (k i ) = −1.
Proof. As Figure 2 (a) shows, R M is a region of M that inhibits k at m 6 . Moreover, Figure 2(b,c) Next, assume that R is a region of B that inhibits k at m 6 where, without lost of generality, sig R (k) = −1 and R(m 6 
Together with obeying z 2j the just fixed exiting key copies imply After B has finished the job, we have 6m key copies with one free application, namely the events k 3j+2 for all j ∈ {0, . . . , 6m − 1}. In the construction of T , we need a sequence of six free key copies for every translator T i . Consequently, we assign to T i the events k 18i+2+3 for all ∈ {0, . . . , 5}. We continue with the description of our gadgets: The TSs T i,1 and T i,2 create a copy of X b , namely the eventX b , and guarantee that the signature of both events cannot be negative. To achieve this, both TSs surround a sequence, X b , p i or, respectively,X b , p i , with key copies. As the proxy event p i and the key copies behave equally in both TSs, X b andX b have to be equal, too. Moreover, the negative signature of the key copies makes sure that their neighboring events X b ,X b , p i cannot exit. The TS T i,0 is simply the event sequence X a ,X b , X c surrounded by key copies. Again, the negative signature of key copies prevents a negative signature for their neighboring events, X a and X c . The exiting key copies also imply that the signature of the event sequence X a ,X b , X c has to add up to one. Hence, by the equality ofX b and X b , exactly one of X a , X b , x c enters.
Lemma 4. Let R
T be a region of T where all contained key copies exit, that is, where for all i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}. Hence, for all clauses If R is a region of T i such that the key copies of 
T is a region of T where all key copies exit, by definition and the above argumentation, it has to be a unification of regions R Ti for all subunions T i .
The following lemma establishes the foundation for the correctness of our reduction:
Lemma 5. In the union U ϕ , the key event k is inhibitable at the key state m 6 if and only if ϕ has a one-in-three model.
By definition, this lets all contained key copies exit. By Lemma 3 the region R B of B inhibits k at m 6 and lets all key copies exit, too. As key copies are the only events shared by B and T , the two regions are compatible and
Only if: If R is a region of U ϕ that inhibits k at m 6 then Lemma 3 states that, without loss of generality, R contains R B as subregion for B. This implies that all key copies exit. By Lemma 4, every i ∈ {0, . . . , m−1} exactly defines one variable event
Having constituted the connection between the key region and the original satisfiability problem, it remains to show for all other combinations of event e and state s that, independent of the existence of a one-in-three-model, e can be inhibited at s. That this is possible, is stated in the following Lemma:
Lemma 6. For all events e ∈ E(U ϕ ) and all states s ∈ S(U ϕ ) that fulfill (e, s) = (k, m 6 ) and ¬(s e ) there is a region inhibiting e at s.
The proof of Lemma 6 is pretty long and technical. Therefore it has been split into multiple lemmas and moved to the auxiliary proofs in Section 10. Since, furthermore, the polynomial running time of our reduction is obvious, we have established the NP-completeness of deciding the ESSP for 3-fold unions of linear TSs. It remains to show that the NP-completeness of deciding the ESSP reaches the joining A(U ϕ ). The principal element for this is the following Lemma 7 showing that, in case of linear TS, the ESSP implies the SSP. More precisely, if there is a subset R ⊂ R(A) of regions that suffices for the ESSP of A then R also contains enough regions to separate all states of A. For the following formalism, we call a set R ⊂ R(A) a witness for the ESSP of TS A, if for all states s and all events e of A that fail s e there is a region in R inhibiting e at s. Analogously, R ⊂ R(A) a witness for the SSP of A, if for all states s, s there is a region in R separating s and s .
Lemma 7. If A is a linear TS and R ⊂ R(A) is a witness for the ESSP of A then R is a witness for the SSP of A.
Before we prove the lemma, we include some additional definitions and facts from [3] that are only relevant for this section: Let A = (S, E, δ, s 0 ) be a TS. First of all, the language of A is defined as the set
Notice, that the language is trivially finite if A is linear. If R ⊆ R(A) is a subset of A's regions then the R-restricted synthesized net SN R (A) = (P, T, F, M 0 ) of A is defined as follows: The set P of places equals R and the set T of transitions is just E. The set of flow arcs is defined by A set R ⊂ R(A) is a witness for the ESSP of A if and only if the function ψ : S −→ S with ψ(s) = R s for all s ∈ S is a surjective morphism between A and RG(SN R (A)). That means, for every arc s e s in A there is an arc
Proof of Lemma 7. Let
e n s n and R ⊂ R(A) be witness for the ESSP of A. Then we have a surjective morphism ψ : 
Assume that U ϕ has the ESSP. To complete the proof of this section's theorem, we can now use Lemma 7 to deduce the SSP of U ϕ . We define for all TSs
By definition, R A is a witness for the ESSP of A. According to Lemma 7, R A is a witness for the SSP of A, too. Consequently, for any states s, s ∈ S(U ϕ ) coming from the same TS A, there is a region R ∈ R(U ϕ ) such that R ∩ S ∈ R A is a region of A that separates s, s . Hence, U ϕ has the SSP.
By Lemma 1, we obtain that U ϕ is feasible, respectively has the ESSP, if and only if A(U ϕ ) is feasible, respectively has the ESSP. This proves Theorem 2.
The Hardness of Linear 3-SSP
If SSP was of a lesser complexity than ESSP, it could serve as a fast fail preprocess for feasibility. Having an outline of the primal reduction approach, the remainder of this section focuses on the introduction of U e s for event e ∈ E and state s ∈ S failing s e . Basically, U e s installs a TS M with two key states m 0 , m 1 and a TS C representing a copy of A such that, effectively, m 0 and m 1 can be separated only by a key region R that has e as leaving event and excludes s. Hence, the separability of m 0 and m 1 implies that e is inhibitable at s and vice versa. One difficulty with this idea is to get along with just three assignments of event e. The union solves this by including additional TSs that exploit properties of a key region to copy the signature of e to other events subsequently serving as replacements for e. To become more specific, we go into the details of the applied gadget TSs: 4 and each of them generates one e-copy e 2j+1 , j ∈ {0, . . . , 4} that has a free assignment to be used somewhere else. As Figure 4 (b) demonstrates, every duplicator D j exploits the previous vice events v 2j , v 2j+1 , which are appointed to enter R D j , to force a negative signature onto the e-copies and to synchronize two further vice events v 2j+2 , v 2j+3 to be used in the next duplicator. Provider P is a linear TS on states {p 0 , . . . , p 7 } which, for the provider part R P of a key region, applies the negative signature of the e-copies e 7 and e 9 and the positive signature of the last two vice events v 10 and v 11 to provide helper events h 1 and h 2 with sig R P (h 1 ) = 1 and sig R P (h 2 ) = −1. The purpose of h 1 and h 2 is to enhance the following copy of A in such a way that s is guaranteed to be outside the key region. See Figure 4 (c) for a definition of P and R P .
Copy C is a linear TS that basically copies A into the union. However, C replaces every of the at most three occurrences of e by a free e-copy e 1 q. In C's part R C of a key region, the e-copies inherit the negative signature of e. Moreover, we get sig R C (h 1 ) = 1 and sig R C (h 2 ) = −1 which means that neither s nor s are in R C . Combining these two facts, we get a slightly modified version of R C that can be used as a region of A to inhibit e at s. Altogether, the construction of U e s results in U (M, D 0 , . . . , D 4 , P, C). Notice that the same construction scheme generates unions U e s for multiple instances (e, s). Although not explained in detail at this point, we later enhance the construction by a renaming mechanism that prevents possible state or event clash by enhancing the used state and event names with a unique identifier of the union U e s they occur in. The correctness of the given reduction is based on the following argumentation. Firstly, the following lemma formalizes that separation of key states implies a unique key region that inhibits e at s:
. sig R (h 1 ) = 1, and sig R (h 2 ) = −1, and 7. the set R = R ∩ S is a region of A inhibiting e at s.
Proof. By m 0 ∈ R and m 1 ∈ R it is easy to see that sig R (e) = −1, which implies m 2 , m 4 ∈ R and m 1 , m 3 , m 5 ∈ R and, thus, sig R (v 0 ) = sig R (v 1 ) = 1. Iterating through the duplicators for j ∈ {0, . . . , 4} , we get from
To see the correctness of statement 7, recall that, by definition, R provides a (sub) region use R C as a region of A. However, as sig R (e) = sig R (e 1 ) = sig R (e 3 ) = sig R (e 5 ) = −1, we get that the signature of e is negative and appropriately translated into R . Moreover, by sig R (h 1 ) = 1 and sig R (h 2 ) = −1, we correctly have s, s ∈ R which means that s ∈ R and that, in case the edge s e q exists, sig R (x) = sig R (x).
Hence, as the part R C basically is a region of A that inhibits e at s, the SSP for U A , which includes the separability of the key states in U e s for all relevant (e, s), implies the ESSP of A.
Next, the following lemma makes sure that every region R of A can be translated into a meaningful region R of U e s . Meaningful is to say that R is a region that adopts the signature of A for the according events of C. We take care that the translation works in a way that forces as many events of U A as possible to be included in obey R . This will make it easier to conclude the SSP of U A from the ESSP of A.
, and
is a region of U e s where for all x ∈ E \ {e} it is true sig R (x) = sig R (x) and sig R (e) = sig R (e 1 ) = sig R (e 3 ) = sig R (e 5 ) and R(y) = R (y) for all y ∈ S and R (s) = R (p) = R (s ).
Proof. We start by showing that
C is a region of the TS C having state set S C . Subsequently, we argue that the signatures sig R U and sig R C merge into an aggregate signature sig R such that R becomes a region of U e s .
For R U it is easy to check that it admits the signature and therefore is a region of U . Next, to show that R C is a region of C is pretty straightforward as C is an enhanced copy of A and R C is a superset of R, a region of A. It is sufficient to argue that, (1) with respect to events E \ {e}, the signature sig R can be kept for R C , (2) the e-copies e 1 , e 3 
and, consequently, is a region of C. Having R U as a region of U and R C as a region of C, it remains to show that (A 1 , . . . , A m , A m+1 , . . . , A n ) with sig R = sig R . In fact, we get R = R ∪ R m+1 ∪ · · · ∪ R n by defining for all i ∈ {m + 1, . . . , n} the set R i relative to P i , the set of s i and all its predecessor states or, in case s i does not exist, We start with M and in particular the key states m 0 and m 1 . To separate them, we use
, P ) as easily verified by Figure 4 . Notice that sig R U (e 1 ) = sig R U (e 3 ) = sig R U (e 5 ) = sig R U (h 2 ) = −1 and sig R U (h 1 ) = 1. Moreover, as A has the ESSP, we can find a region R inhibiting e at s such that sig R (e) = −1 and R(s) = 0 and enhance it to R C = R ∪ {p}. It is easy to see that R C is a region of C with sig R C (e 1 ) = sig R C (e 3 ) = sig R C (e 5 ) = sig R C (h 2 ) = −1 and sig R C (h 1 ) = 1. Clearly, the regions are compatible on the events e 1 , e 3 , e 5 , h 1 , h 2 shared by U and C and we can combine them to the key region 
This completes the proof.
Before we can put together the proof of Theorem 8 there is one last thing that we have to consider: Our idea is to create a union U A = (U e s | e ∈ E, s ∈ S, ¬s e }) to finish the reduction for input A. However, in the given form, the unions U e s would not have mutually disjoint state and event sets. To resolve the name clash, we do the following renaming: [2] states that SSP is in NP, which, together with our argumentation, imply that linear 3-SSP is NP-complete.
. . , D 4 , P, C) be a union of TSs as defined above. Then, we letŨ

. ,D 4 ,P ,C) be the rectified union where, for all TSs T = (S, E, s
0 , δ) in {M, D 0 , . . . , D 4 , P, C}, we defineT = (S,Ẽ,s 0 ,δ) byS = {(e, s, x) | x ∈ S} andẼ = {(e, s, x) | x ∈ E} ands 0 = (e,
The Hardness of 2-Grade 2-Feasibility and 2-Grade 2-ESSP
In this section we present our result, that feasibility and the ESSP remain NP-complete for 2-grade 2-fold TSs.
Theorem 13. The feasibility problem and the ESSP problem are NP-complete on g-grade k-fold transition systems for all g ≥ 2 and all
Here, we again use the cubic monotone one-in-three 3-SAT problem as a reduction source to argue that 2-grade 2-ESSP is NP-complete. The definitions of a cubic monotone set ϕ of boolean 3-clauses as well as according one-in-three models is given in Section 4.
Given ϕ, we again construct a union U ϕ in polynomial time. However, this time U ϕ is a 2-fold union of 2-grade TSs. Hence, every event is used at most twice and, even after joining the components in A ϕ = A(U ϕ ), every state has at most two predecessors and two successors. We will show that if U ϕ has the ESSP then it has the SSP, too. This makes ESSP and feasibility the same problem, even for A ϕ which is affirmed by Lemma 1. By that, we simultaneously get the NP-hardness of both problems for the input class of 2-grade 2-fold TSs.
With the rough proof outline in mind, we can take a closer look on the construction of U ϕ : First of all, the union U ϕ installs a TS H, called the headmaster. The headmaster initializes the connection between the satisfiability problem and the ESSP by introducing a key event k that is supposed to be inhibitable at a certain key state if and only if ϕ has a one-in-three model. In order to achieve this behavior, U ϕ basically adds, for every clause K i , a similiar translator T i as in Section 4. Again, for a key region, one that inhibits k at the key state, T i translates the one-in-three condition of K i into the ESSP vocabulary. This means that T i applies events that represent the three variables of K i and exactly one of them has a positive signature while the other two obey. Consequently, there is a key region where every gadget T 0 , . . . , T m−1 has exactly one entering variable event if and only if there is a one-in-three model of ϕ.
Like before, the main problem is to get along with, in this case, just two occurrences of every event. The problem is again solved by adding TSs that, for a key region, generate helper and replacement events with predefined signatures, leaving, entering, or obeying. See Figure 5 to visualize the technical elaborations of the following detailed description of our gadget TSs. Headmaster H is a TS that introduces the key event k and the key state h 0,8 . Moreover, H cooperates with the subsequent duplicator gadgets to prepare the key copies, the event series with negative signature needed by the translators. To this end, H works with a production line of 14m submodules H j , each cooperating with a duplicator to initialize one key copy. As H consumes only k 3j , k 3j+1 and a j , we keep the remaining duplicate k 3j+2 of k. As we create 14m duplicators, we get 14m free key copies. Barters B q are TSs that, for a key region, barter two key copies k q1 , k q2 for one obeying so-called consistency event c q . Here, the indexes q 1 = 6q + 18m + 1 and q 2 = q 1 + 3 are chosen to select from the last 4 · 2m free items in the list of generated key copies. The use of consistency events is to make the signature of three events consistent for every variable X of ϕ. The reason is that we cannot represent three occurrences of X by an event that can only be used twice. This is a crucial difference with respect to Section 4, where every variable can be represented by the three occurrences of one event. Here, we require multiple synchronized events to represent X, which is enabled by the consistency events. Figure 5 c) introduces B q and shows a respective key region part R Bq . Clearly, as both key copies are leaving, we get b q,0 , b q,2 ∈ R Bi which makes c q obeying. Altogether, we add 4m barters that consume 8m key copies to generate 4m consistency events. Variable manifolders X i are TSs that essentially represent one variable X i ∈ V (ϕ). They are used to synchronize three variable events for X i to be used in the translators. In particular, if α, β, γ ∈ {0, . . . , m−1} specify the clauses K α , K β , K γ that contain variable X i then the TS X i provides three events X 
In the following, we establish the proof of the announced equivalence between the existence of a one-in-three model for ϕ and the ESSP of U ϕ , respectively, the feasibility of U ϕ . We start with a formalization of the properties of key regions: h n,7
Figure 5 The gadgets of U ϕ with their respective fractions of a key region. In every example, the gray marked states are part of the key region while the unmarked are outside. a) The headmaster H with submodules H0, . . . , Hn where n = 14m − 1. b) Dj, one of the 14m duplicators that provide the 14m key copies. c) Bq, one out of 4m barters trading 8m key copies for 4m consistency events. Here, q1 = 6q + 18m + 1 and q2 = q1 + 3. d) The variable manifolder for Xi synchronizing three variable events and using four consistency events. Together, the m variable manifolders consume all 4m available consistency events. e-g) The translator Ti consisting of Ti,0 (e), Ti,1 (f), and Ti,2 (g). Using six key copies, Ti implements the clause Ki. All m translators together consume the remaining 6m key copies.
For (5), it follows immediately from the obedience of the consistency events, given in (4) 
Moreover, for every clause K i = {X a , X b , X c } it is true that exactly one of the events X The other way around, the proof of the equivalence requires to derive a key region from a one-in-three model. We have to argue that working our way backwards through the construction ends up in a region that inhibits k at the key state.
Lemma 16. If ϕ has a one-in-three model then there is a key region of
Proof. Let M ⊆ V (ϕ) be a one-in-three model of ϕ. We progressively build a region R by following the requirements of every individual gadget: First of all, for every variable
To this end, we create a sub region R Xi for TS X i and let enters and the others obey. We let the key copies of T i be exiting and easily generate a sub region R Ti as in Section 4. Observe that unions T i and T j share no event if i = j, which makes R T0 , . . . , R Tm−1 pairwise compatible. As the variable events are selected in compliance with the variable manifolders and as translators and manifolders do not share further events, their sub regions are also compatible.
Next, as all consistency events are obeying, we can define a sub region R Bq of B q for every q ∈ {0, . . . , 4m − 1} in compliance to Figure 5 c) . This makes the used key copies exiting. As different barters have no event in common, share only the obeying consistency events with variable manifolders and share no events at all with translators, their regions are pairwise compatible.
Headmaster and duplicators only share key copies with translators and barters. As we have defined all key copies exiting and as the provided sub regions meet the conditions given in Lemma 14, we can use the lemma as a description on how to build compatible sub regions R H , R D0 , . . . , R D14m−1 for headmaster and duplicators. Altogether, we have that
The proof of Theorem 13 is based on the previous lemmas, that is, that ϕ has a one-in-three model M if and only if there is a key region for U ϕ . In particular, the if direction of this statement follows directly from Lemma 15. Reversely, having M , Lemma 16 only allows to inhibit k at the key state. For the remaining events e and states s of U ϕ we have to show that e is inhibitable at s:
Lemma 17. If ϕ has a one-in-three model, then there is region inhibiting e at s for all events e ∈ E(U
The proof of Lemma 17 is very technical which makes it tedious and not much edifying. Therefore, we split it into multiple lemmas and move it to Section 10. Finally, we want to join the TSs of U ϕ to obtain a combined TS A(U ϕ ). See Figure 5 to be convinced that the initial state of every gadget has at most one predecessor state and that we can always find a state with at most one successor state. More precisely, for H we select , feasibility and the ESSP should again be the same problem for generated unions U ϕ . This would allow to use Lemma 1 in order to transfer feasibility, and by that also the ESSP, from U ϕ to A(U ϕ ). This time, however, we cannot use the linearity of the used gadget TSs. However, the design of the union U ϕ of this section guarantees the following lemma:
Lemma 18. If the union U ϕ has the ESSP then it has the SSP.
The proof of Lemma 18 bases crucially on the fact that, besides of the zeros in H, all events of a given TS A of U ϕ are unique in A. Additionally, there is at most one state without successor in A. Therefor, given two states s, s at least one of them, say s, is the source of an event e, that is, s e . As e is inhibitable at s by a region R of U ϕ , that is, sig R (e) = −1 and R(s ) = 0, as s is a source of e, we have that R separates s and s . This argument doesn't work for the sources of the zeros in H. By proving Lemma 17 in Section 10 we gain appropriate regions for these remaining states. As we need to refer to these regions, we move the detailed proof of Lemma 18 to Section 10, too.
Hence, if U ϕ has the ESSP then it is automatically feasible. Reversely, if it is feasible, it has the ESSP by definition. This makes both problem equivalent, again. If ϕ has a onein-three model then U ϕ has the ESSP by Lemmas 16 and 17, which, by the additional SSP from Lemma 18, implies that U ϕ is feasible. By Lemma 1, A(U ϕ ) is feasible and, therefore, has the ESSP.
Reversely, let A(U ϕ ) have the ESSP. As U ϕ has the SSP, Lemma 1 provides A(U ϕ ) with the SSP making it feasible. The use of Lemma 1 again makes U ϕ feasible and, thus, provides the union with the ESSP. By Lemma 15 we can then derive a one-in-three model for ϕ.
As our construction can easily be done in polynomial time we have shown Theorem 13.
The Hardness of 2-Grade 2-SSP
Here we prove the hardness of 2-grade 2-SSP by a reduction using linear 3-SSP, shown NP-complete in Section 5, as a source:
Theorem 19. The SSP is NP-complete on g-grade k-fold transition systems for all g ≥ 2 and all k ≥ 2.
Proof. For a linear 3-fold TS A = (S, E, δ, s 0 ), we construct a union U A of 2-grade 2-fold TSs such that the SSP holds for A if and only if it holds for U A . By E 3 we denote the subset of E containing all events of A that actually occur three times in A. For each of these events e ∈ E 3 , we construct a so-called e-duplicator D e which provides three copies e 0 , e 1 , e 2 of e that, in the following construction, replace the occurrences of e in A: 
It is easy to see, that a region R of A can basically be regarded as a region of A 2fold where the copies of 3-fold events get the same signature. Reversely, a region R of A 2fold where the copies of 3-fold event e have the same signature is effectively a region of A where e gets the signature from its copies. It remains to argue that no region of U A assigns different signatures to copies of the same 3-fold event. This is assured by the accordance events, that, for every region of U A , enforce the same signature to the copies of 3-fold events. At this point it is clear that every region of U A can be reduced to a region of A. Hence, if U A has the SSP then, even more, A does.
For the other direction, where A has the SSP, we argue (1) As A 2fold and duplicators share only event copies and as different duplicators have no events in common we can easily join U A in a 2-grade 2-fold TS that has the SSP if and only if A does. This and the observation that our construction clearly can be done in polynomial time completes the proof.
8
The Tractability of Linear 2-SSP 
It is easy to check that a separating region R is defined by the signature given by enter R = {c} and exit R = {e max }. It is easy to see that this property can be checked by a straight forward algorithm in time O(|S| 3 ). Moreover, the proof of Theorem 20 implicitly motivates the algorithm separator in Figure 6 that, given a linear 2-fold TS A that has the SSP and two states s i , s j , returns a separating region R for s i , s j with at most two non-obeying events. 
return ({e a+1 }, {e k+1 }) 
Conclusion
With the present work on feasibility, ESSP, and SSP of ENS synthesis we attempt to demonstrate the surprisingly high difficulty of this kind of Petri net synthesis, which is convincingly illustrated by Figure 1 . While general intractability has been known before, we show that even simultaneously fixing two obvious input parameters, the restrictions of event occurrence and state degree, has no positive effect on the complexity of synthesis or even one of the subproblems SSP and ESSP. In fact, as we can narrow down the hardness barrier of ENS synthesis close to trivial inputs, it actually becomes tough to think of other promising parameters. In a narrow sense, bringing intractability even to linear TSs actually makes many obvious considerations of restricting the TS graph structure futile, too. Consequently, our results rule out many straight forward approaches from fixed parameter tractability.
Auxiliary Proofs
In the following two subsections we proof Lemma 6 (Subsection 10.1) and Lemma 17 (Subsection 10.2). In both cases we present a series of lemmata that investigate successively every type of event that occur in the appropriate reduction. In particular, for each type of event we provide inhibiting regions by specifying the signature of the non-obeying events. More exactly, these regions are presented in tables with columns States: states are listed at which the investigated event is inhibited by the current region, Exit: all exiting events of the current region, Enter: all entering events of the current region, Affected TS: transition systems in which at least one of the events listed in Exit ot Enter occur. It is easy to check, that, on the one hand, the non-obeying events define a region of the union U ϕ recursively build from the affected TSs and, on the other hand, each of the listed states are excluded by the current region. By definition, this inhibits the current event at the appropriate states in U ϕ . Moreover, it is easy to see that if A 1 , . . . , A n are TSs with event sets E 1 , . . . , E n and B 1 , . . . , B m are TSs with event sets E 1 , . . . , E m and E i ∩ E j = ∅ holds for all i, j and
. We obtain the permitted signature by simply defining additionally sig R (e) = 0 for all events of e ∈ E 1 ∪ . . . ∪ E m .
With respect to a selected row of a table, this aspect allows us to consider an event e which is listed in the Exit-cell as inhibited at each state of each transition system which is not mentioned in the Affected TS-cell. The following lemma states another situation when we can easily lift a region R of a union U to a region R of a union U (U, A m+1 , 
Proof for Lemma 6
Before we start, we explain how we use indices of refreshers and duplicators in this section. In particular, for a pair (D j , F j ) with j ∈ {0, . . . , 6m − 1} we use the equivalent representation of the index in terms of j = 6i + l where l ∈ {0, . . . , 5}. Next, for i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} and l ∈ {0, . . . , 5}, assuming that one of i or l is different from zero, we regard the helper event h 6i+l . For readability, we set x = 6i + l. Thirdly, we present regions which in sum inhibit z 2(6i+l)+1 in U ϕ where i ∈ {0, . . . , m−1} and l ∈ {0, . . . , 5}. The event z 2(6i+l)+1 occurs in the duplicator D 6i+l at the states d 6i+l, 4 and d 6i+l, 8 . For abbreviation, we set x = 6i + l. In case of i = l = 0, no duplicator D x−1 and no zero z 2x−1 is defined. In this case, the event z 2x = z 0 occurs in the master M , helper h plays the same role as z 2x−1 for the other cases and we refer to this special case by setting M and h in brackets. 6 , where x = 6i + l for i ∈ {0, . . . , m} and l ∈ {0, . . . , 5}. We observe, that z 2x+1 and z 2x+3 never occur simultaneously in an T i,0 . 
States
